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The Telepse Company; pioneer project consultant for
the Students’ Assembly (U.S.A)

OUR SERVICES
TALENT MANAGEMENT
We offer a list of talent
management and bookings
services
especially
for
independent musicians and
models.

SOCIAL MEDIA & ADVERTISING
Contact us for your social media
strategy and management.
Telepse Company can help design
ideas for advertising agents and
business owners.

CONSULTING
We consult for organizations like
UNILAG Students’ Assembly
(U.S.A)
through
project
assistance and training.
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Message from the Founder

I have always told myself that the Being who devised this earth has to be a superior Being that
deserves all the respect. I am certain, in order to protect my own interest in this universe that
we know very little about, all glory must be given to this Being who has knowledge of
tomorrow. Doing good might not always be the right thing, but doing the right thing is always
good.
Engaging in societal projects is not only a good thing but the right thing. With great ideas, the
students’ society can be promoted; their tomorrow can be better secured while making these
activities also profitable. Membership with the University of Lagos Students’ Assembly (U.S.A) is
targeted at students who are interested in enabling a network of project minded persons on
campus. Members must be ready and committed to the delivery of Assembly Projects and bring
new ideas.
The Assembly Mentors (Alumni) can be said to be developing as a body. Their intervention
already brought about Telepse Company (www.telepse.com) consulting for U.S.A to develop
money making strategies and train members. This is meant to deliver U.S.A to an independent
stage.
On behalf of the Students’ Assembly and Mentors, I thank you for your interest in U.S.A.

………………………………………
Oladeji Taiwo O. (MAR. 2019)
taiwo2t@gmail.com
www.linkedin/in/taiwo2ttee
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CONNECT WITH U.S.A

Studentsassembly

Studentsasembly

Unilagstudentsassembly

StudentsassemblyTV

www.studentsassembly.com

unilagstudentsassembly@gmail.com
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Introduction
University of Lagos Students’ Assembly (U.S.A) is the students club operating on campus. Our
Members meet to discuss matters affecting the student’s society for possible solutions. Among
U.S.A objectives is to promote the affairs of the students while striving for a better learning
environment. Every session, our activities are detailed in a report to orient new members and
renew registration with the school.
U.S.A projects can be termed ‘goodwill projects’. Our societal essence can be proven through
the records. Over the period of 5 years, the club has established itself through its members,
empowered students’ career ambitions, organized and trained class leaders, exhibited at events
embarked on campaigns and worked with organizations. Notable among our projects are
students’ career censuses, all class governors’ forum, and always dress well campaign.
The club progressed after being established as a societal group, to sustaining a project calendar
every session and achieving continuity. However, U.S.A can be said to currently transitioning
towards achieving an independent stage with well trained members, serving executives and
intervening mentors (alumni). The intervention of Assembly Mentors already brought about
arrangements with Telepse Company (www.telepse.com) a consulting firm to develop U.S.A
money making strategies and train members.
Based on reports prepared at the end of every academic session, there is a common trend of
higher expenses over revenue on the account page. Hopefully, the 6 th session would turn out
better. Our challenges as a students’ club are evident and soliciting for support from well
wishers or partners is a needed activity. U.S.A records show the possibility of a functional club
that is well grounded and ready to thrive, hence deliver on its societal essence.
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5 Stages of Development
Session of Establishment (2013/14)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S.A first project – career census was activated and endorsed by the school. The
project involved a survey exercise through the distribution of forms to students
enquiring about their career ambitions and interest in farming/agric business. About
3000 students were enrolled. Useful data and insights were acquired. The results
revealed the similarities and distribution in the career ambitions of students across
different faculties. It also revealed the top 5 most careers or skills enrolled students
wish to acquire as: Entrepreneur, Fashion, Cooking, On Air Presenting and Music
Career census results were submitted to the school, event organizers and private bodies
like Dangote Group and Bank of Industry
U.S.A first registration was achieved with the school
U.S.A first project calendar was developed for the next session
Plans on how to respond to career census results started
Students’ interest in agric were recorded as; Yes 22%, No 22%, Willing 44%, No response
12%.
U.S.A first account page was printed and account opening was made with Access Bank
The session recorded an account deficit of 365000 Naira

Session of Sustainability (2014/15)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Registration renewal with the students’ affairs division was achieved
U.S.A proved its sustainability through success on calendar projects
U.S.A website was developed (www.studentsassembly.com) as a platform to publicize
2013/14 career census results, support branding and serve as directory
Response to career census results continued
Our first strategy proposal was delivered to banks for account sign ups amongst
students
U.S.A Blackberry (C0020206F) was created for disseminating career guides and tips in
response to career census results.
V.C acknowledged our efforts via a letter addressed to the President, on our agric
enlightenment initiatives and career census results
U.S.A was invited to speak at world food day event on campus, by Gourmetguide247
Always Dress Well project was introduced and executed. It was endorsed by the Unilag
Counseling Unit. It was carried out through publicity campaign
8
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

U.S.A had a brief campaign on voting awareness and guides. The ruling political parties;
APC and PDP Lagos state secretariats were visited
Attempts were made to rerun career census project with Mara Foundation to enroll
newly admitted students
All Class Governors Forum project was introduced and approved by the school. It is a
leadership training and networking event for class leaders across departments. Revenue
made via exhibition slots at the All Class Forum event was impressive.
Efforts were made to work with the newly resuscitated Students’ Union - ULSU on
similar projects
Solution was proposed by U.S.A to the Unilag Main Library Management to adopt a tally
system in their faulty cloak room system which gave way to thieves and misplaced
items. Our proposal was acted upon and acknowledged. U.S.A introduced the tally
system to the university main library system
Our members were invited to speak at Unilag counseling unit event on relationships and
also exhibited at the event (our first exhibition)
The club participated in National Career Fair event via exhibition. We contributed to
publicity via the use of Mass Communication electronic billboard
Unilag MSSN invited U.S.A President to their event for the session
A new project calendar for the next session was developed
The session recorded an account deficit of 219000 Naira

Session of Continuity (2015/16)
•
•

•

•

Club registration renewal was achieved
This session, U.S.A continuity plan was approved to its constitution by the Students’
Affairs Division. It guides the club in appointing executive members and training
members.
U.S.A organized a major career event in response to 2013/14 career census results. The
event trained students in the major career fields based on the census results. Students
who enrolled in the census carried out during 2013/14 academic session were invited to
partake in the training. The event lasted 6 hours; it was carried out in the following
fields –Crafts (bag, belt & shoe making), Baking/Cooking/Catering, Fashion Design &
Business, Dram/Acting, Beautification, ICT, Resource Management and Entertainment
(music making). General class was organized for Agric business, Digital Marketing and
Entrepreneurship.
U.S.A introduced its money making strategies to the school and ambassadorship
package. It was approved by the school
9
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•
•

•

•
•

The club proposed brand activation plan to Unified Payments (Pay Attitude)
The club also proposed its ‘Career Development Model’ Project to the school which
involved career census exercise, generating the results and providing empowerment via
response platforms. It was endorsed by the school, Future Africa Organization and Ignite
Africa
U.S.A members were invited to these events; Nigerian Stock Exchange Workshop,
Access Bank Funded Training on Proposal Writing by CSR In Action and Lagos Youth
Entrepreneurship Summit
Our first court case was raised to sue a bulk sms company for not delivering U.S.A
invitation texts to supposed attendees of our major career event held on campus
Account page recorded a deficit of 232,000

Session of Transition (2016/17)
•
•
•
•
•

Registration renewal was achieved with the intervention of Assembly Mentors (Alumni)
For the first time, new members and executives were interviewed, trained and oriented.
It was made possible with the support of the Assembly Mentors and Telepse Company
The Telepse Company was introduced as the official project consultant to U.S.A
U.S.A did not rerun career census project after 4 years
U.S.A Dress well campaign billboard was designed in 3D for proposal to the school

• Club registration renewal was not achieved, thereby extending previous registration
• U.S.A Project – All Class Governors Forum was not carried out, neither was all class
governors database updated

• U.S.A participated in ‘walk for sight’ campaign organized by Eye Masters NG
• U.S.A introduced trainings for members on whatsapp; powered by the Telepse Company
• U.S.A president announced himself unavailable to serve his role after being appointed.
He also left the executive members’ group chat

• Participation at the Nigerian Stock Exchange annual workshop
• Exhibition at 2017National Career Fair event
• New U.S.A projects were introduced via the support of Telepse Company. These were
Unilag Tour Project and Hero Badge awards

• Social Media accounts were created for career census project
• Account recorded a deficit of 4000 naira
• The club also launched #meetUSA campaign on social media to orient social media
audience
10
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Session of Transition (2017/18)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

U.S.A registration renewal was not achieved, thereby extending the previous one
Major development was made on U.S.A money making strategies. These strategies were
explained and enlisted in the report
Social media campaigns on scholarships and internships opportunities were made
through contenting and posting
U.S.A introduced ‘handbook’ to distribute to students
U.S.A appointed just 3 executive members and one executive member.
Role of the Telepse Company was well defined in the yearly report
Invitation for collaboration was received from COBY NIGERIA team via letter/mail
U.S.A mentors (alumni) article of association was developed by their representative
U.S.A member attends national career fair event at Bells University
Plans were made to develop U.S.A content posting calendar for social media
Money making strategies were updated and listed as; Foundational Sources (Members,
Alumni, Project Sponsorship and Exhibition Slots), Ambassadorship Package, Advertising,
Whatsapp Training and Internship Placement (in view)
Account recorded no deficit and no revenue
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Role of Assembly Mentors (Alumni)
The Assembly Mentors is made up of U.S.A members who have graduated from the institution
and former executive members who are yet to graduate. They ensure the continuity of U.S.A
and solicit on their behalf to achieve project delivery. Their role is also to help achieve an
independent U.S.A deliver the club from the transition stage. Mentors also play advisory role,
engage the student ‘head of mentors’ among the U.S.A executives and receives report on
calendar projects.
With the intervention of the Mentors, Telepse Company (www.telepse.com) currently consults
U.S.A to develop its money making strategies and train members. The Telepse Company also
co-manages U.S.A social media accounts provide project assistance services. No doubt, the
consultancy services have helped the club develop in its transition stage through members’
training, proposal designs, social media campaigns and website upgrading.
The circle of mentors can be said to be steadily developing as an alumni body. The implication
can be observed in the ongoing transition stage of U.S.A. Poor concern of members is also a
major setback while paucity of funds limits consulting services of the Telepse Company.
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Project Reports - Gallery
The gallery was compiled from #meet_usa campaign posts on
Instagram (@unilagstudentsassembly) carried out at the end of
2016/17 session.

i.

Meet U.S.A !!
University of Lagos Students Assembly (U.S.A) existing since 2013/14 academic session, is the
registered students society operating on campus, embarks on societal projects that enhance
students potentials and the environment.
The society is made up of project minded executives and members trained to serve as a strong
students' network with the aim of enabling the thriving of project ideas among students.
Our Former executives and graduate members are regarded as mentors who play advisory roles,
ensure continuity and facilitate incoming of new members/executives.
Notable among are projects are: Students Career Census, Response to Career Census Results, All
Class Governors Forum, Dress Well Campaign, Major Career Event, Unilag Tour and Hero Badge
Awards.
Notable among our proposed project Initiatives are: Bank Deal, Attitude Rush, Students Credit
Facility and Future Students Career Development Model.
The Students Assembly has also collaborated with several bodies and represented the university in
corporate conferences outside campus.
Our activities and engagements are detailed in every session U.S.A Project Report.
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ii.

Meet U.S.A - Meet the founder: Oladeji Taiwo Olusola Jamil.
He is also known as 2ttee, an entertainer and entrepreneur.
He started Unilag Students Assembly (U.S.A) as Unilag Empire
with a group of founding members who volunteered to be
recognized with the initiative.
From the onset, it was all about executing great ideas with the
support of others. According to Taiwo, the idea of U.S.A
operating as a registered society today only came up in order
to be recognized by the school for project endorsement and
other requests.
Taiwo served as president for 2 academic sessions (2013/142015/16). Notable among his project achievements and
initiatives while presiding include; students’ career census,
dress well campaign and all class governors forum'. #meet_usa
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iii.
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iv.
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v.
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vi.
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vii.
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University of Lagos Students Assembly (U.S.A)
2013/14 founding executive members

viii

The society was founded this session,
registered as a club and operated on campus.
Meetings were held at random places on
campus.
U.S.A achieved the name change from Unilag
Empire and proposed the pioneer project
known as Career Census. This project was
carried out with the help of executives and
class governors who helped distribute career
census
forms
to
class
mates.
Over 3000 students were enrolled in career
census, a survey aimed at knowing the actual
career ambitions/skills students wish to get
trained
on.
Based on records, this session was indeed the
most challenging due to orientation needed to
get students involved. #Meet_USA

ix.

Meet U.S.A -:Taiwo was the president with a bigger executive circle during 2014/15 session.
The first report was produced this session. It contained result details of career census project carried
out the previous session. This report was submitted to Lagos State government, Bank of Industry,
Dangote group, Levels NG by @paschalokwundu , Unilag Vice Chancellor and Imperial Integrated
project
services
(organizers
of @careerfairng)
among
others.
The first money raising strategy project tagged 'Our Bank Deal' was also introduced and proposed this
session.
The executive team successfully introduced more U.S.A projects which were endorsed by the school
and carried out by U.S.A. Among such projects are: All class governors forum and Always dress well
campaign.
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x.
Meet U.S.A - 2015/16 session executives.
It composed of a social director and public relations
officer
from
the
same
department.
The 2nd U.S.A project report was produced this
session, it contained details on activities during the
previous session.
A major career event was organized this session at
Unilag Multi Purpose Hall, to train students who
enrolled in U.S.A pioneer project known as Career
Census. The Event was organized based the Career
Census project results. Trainings occurred 10 career
fields namely (fashion, music+video production, agric
business, make-up business, craft, baking and others).
A general entrepreneurship + Digital Marketing class
held for all attendees. Students were admitted into
training classes based on details we received via the
career census survey project.

xi.

Meet
U.S.A
2016/17
executives.
A proper orientation and interview was carried out to
choose executives. This marked the 2nd time
implementation of U.S.A continuity plan stated in the
students
assembly
constitution.
Notable project initiatives introduced during this
session
are #UnilagTour project
and
#HerobadgeAwards.
U.S.A represented the school in Nigerian Stock
Exchange 2017 Youth Workshop, Walk4sight Youth
Campaign and received invitation to an Access Bank
Training.
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xii

#meet_usa: Here is the front page for 2013/14 academic session project report. This happens to be U. S. A first report on
activities
achieved
during
the
founding
year.
During 2013/14 session, a change of name was done from Unilag Empire to Unilag Students Assembly U. S. A. Our
pioneer project tagged 'career census' already kicked off before the name change was achieved.
The reports reveals all about Students Career Census, U. S. A. pioneer project. Its involves the survey of students' career
ambitions and skill interest so adequate response can be better prepared through career trainings, referrals to mentors,
career excursions and other platforms.

xiii.
2.

#meet_usa: Message from the president contained in 2013/14 project report. Oladeji Taiwo served
as U. S. A founder and first president.
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xiv.

#meet_usa: Career census project was carried out successfully based on the 2013/14 reports. The project involved the
distribution of enumeration forms to carry out a survey of students’ career ambitions or skill interest.
Over 3000 students career ambitions were collected in the career census results. Forms were distributed to all faculties
of 100 and 200 levels. The variety in the skill interests of students can be examined in the U. S. A 2013/14 report.

xv

#meet_usa: image showing distribution process of the U. S. A career census enumeration forms which
involved outdoor campaigns, visitations to departments, volunteer activities by friends and class
governors during 2013/14 session
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xvi.

#meet_usa: image showing drop box placed at faculty offices on campus. A good number of faculty association
presidents supported the distribution and return of the career census enumeration forms

xvii.

#meet_usa: image showing
publicity banners for project
career census to encourage
the filling of enumeration
forms among Students
during the 2013/14 session.
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xviii.

#meet_usa: Career census exercise was supported by Yaggie energy and other organization in the media and
government sector in various capacities, based on the available records in the U. S. A. 2013/14 report.

xix.

#meet_usa: document page showing
career census results for all students
who filled the census enumeration
forms based on their interest in Agric
business during 2013/14 session. The
graph shows responses in the category
of Yes, No or Willing to farm.

This report on career census results later
received adequate commendation by
the school as expressed in a letter from
the VC's office. U. S. A meeting with the
Dean of students' affairs was achieved
to propose the project career census for
continuity. Other result details of the
survey results per faculty are contained
in the 2013/14 U. S. A Project Report.
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xx.

#meet_usa: The primary aim of the U. S. A career census project is to give exposure and orientation to students career
ambitions or skill interest to attain professionalism. The move was necessitated by the alarming rate of unemployment and
clueless approach to self employment among graduates. Further details are contained in the U. S. A 2013/14 Project Report.

xxi.

#meet_usa: Proposed calendar projects
for 2014/15 session as contained in the
2013/14 session project report.
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xxii.

#meet_usa: check out the
front cover of U. S. A.
2014/15 session report.
Several projects were
delivered based on records
in the report. Major projects
carried out during the
2014/15 session are namely:
Response to career census,
Dress Well Campaign
project, All Class Governors
Forum, while other activities
include; participation in the
university counselling event
and 2015 national career fair
event.

xxiii.

#meet_usa: Message from the president as contained in the U. S. A 2014/15 Report. Oladeji Taiwo served as the 2nd
time U. S. A president.
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xxiv.

#meet_usa: image showing
U.S.A members and friends at
different meetings during the
2014/15 session.

xxv.

#meet_usa: here is another image showing U. S.A members and friends at different meetings during the
2014/15 session
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xxvi.
#meet_usa: Dress Well Project was
launched and carried out during the
2014/15 session. The project was
endorsed by the university counseling
unit. The aim is help reduce appearance
related distractions in the learning
environment.

Dress Well campaign was carried out on
campus through interactions with
random students, prints for publicity
and the use of social media.

xxvii

#meet_usa: publicity graphic for U. S. A dress well project launched and carried out during the 2014/15 session.
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xviii.

#meet_usa: All Class Governors Forum marked the first major indoor event organized by U. S. A. The project was endorsed
by
the
school
during
the
2014/15
session.
U. S. A invited all 100 -300 level class governors to network and get trained at the forum.

xxix.
#meet_usa:
David
Lanre
Messan(left) preparing to train
class governors on developing and
identifying potentials in class
members as a leader. This training
held at the U. S. A all class
governors forum carried out during
the 2014/15 session -mc Brief
(right)
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xxx.
#meet_usa:
Leadership
skills
acquisition techniques were shared
with class governors by Pascal
Okwundi of LevelsNg, represented
Maxwell (in picture). This took place
at the U. S. A all class governors
forum during the 2014/15 Session.

xxxi.

#meet_usa: Image showing ongoing
training by Topsie Egbekotun of Mara
Mentors NG, on 'ways of acquiring
mentorship skills' at the U. S. A all class
governors forum, 2014/15 session.
Class governors in attendance were
expected to showcase these skills to
class members
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xxxii.

#meet_usa: President of Unilag Speakers'
club training class governors on effective
communication skills at the U. S. A all class
governors' forum during the 2014/15
session.

xxxiii.

#meet_usa: image showing Mr
Babatola of Unilag Counseling Unit
giving a speech on how to
maintain good student-lecturer
relationship
for
academic
excellence. This took place during
the U. S. A All Class Governors
Forum held during the 2014/15
session.

xxxiv.

#meet_usa: picture showing ongoing
registration of invited class governors
at the U. S. A all class governors
forum as contained in the U. S. A
2014/15 Project Report. Event was
proudly supported by Bookdey.
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xxxv.

#meet_usa: Event Moments at the U. S. A all class governors forum held during the 2014/15 session
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xxxvi.
#meet_usa:
Event
supporters at the U. S. A All
Class Governors Forum, held
during the 2014/15 session
as contained in project
report records.

xxxvii.
#meet_usa: during the
2014/15 session, U.S.A
participated
in
the
counseling unit event as a
supporter while a brief
presentation was also made
at the event by U.S.A
members.

xxxviii.

#meet_usa- U. S. A executive
members after a meeting
held during 2014/15 session.
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xxxix.

#meet_usa- U. S. A
other
activities
during the 2014/15
session
includes
the participation in
National
Career
Fair
as
event
supporter
as
shown
in
the
image post

xl.

#meet_usa: The founder- Oladeji Taiwo (extreme left) with Seun Shogbamu convener of National Career Fair
at
U.
S.
A
exhibition
stand
during
the
NCF
Event,
2014/15
session.
U. S. A supported the event with publicity on campus through the use of the only Unilag Electronic Billboard
and distribution of event prints. This activity was covered in the 2014/15 session U. S. A project report.
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xli.

#meet_usa: U. S. A. Members at an event while engaging in other activities during the 2014/15 session

xlii.
#meet_usa:
image
showing
proposed
projects for 2015/16
session as contained
the 2014/15 U. S. A
Project Report
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xliii.

#meet_usa: front page image of U. S. A 2015/16
project report.
Great achievements were made during this session
based on records documented in the report. A new
president- Farouq Tackie, was appointed this
session, guided by the U. S. A continuity plan in its
constitution. Another achievement made this
session was the introduction U. S. A
AMBASSADORSHIP PACKAGE as a money making
strategy for the students society.
U. S. A organized a Major Career Training Event on
campus to train students who enrolled in Career
Census Project earlier carried out by U. S. A . Other
activities include participation at Nigerian Stock
Exchange Workshop, participation at an Access
Bank funded training and attendance at Nigerian
Youth
Entrepreneurship
Network
Event.

This session U. S. A constitutional continuity plan
was proposed and approved by the school to enable
the Students Assembly operate forever. This
achievement was important to explain the basis for
the appointment of the new U. S. A president and
other executive members

xliv.

#meet_usa: image
showing message
from the founderOladeji Taiwo, as
contained in the U.
S.
A
2015/16
project report.
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xlv.

#meet_usa: U. S. A major career
event project kicked off during
the 2015/16 session. Venue hall
was partitioned into 10 classes to
train students in their choice of
skill interests. Different trainings
were carried out in each class to
cover 10 career fields.
The training event served as a
response platform to Career
Census results, a survey showing
various career ambitions/skill
interests students wish to be
trained on. The survey was earlier
carried out for 100 and 200 level
students during the 2013/14
session

xlvi.

#meet_usa: image showing list of facilitators at the U. S. A Major Career Event organized during 2015/16 session.
Trainings were carried out in the following career fields- Crafts, Fashion, Information and Data Management,
Beautification,
Baking
/
Food
business,
Entertainment,
Agric
business
and
Art.
A general class for all attendees to learn digital marketing and entrepreneurship skills was carried out before the end of
the Major Career Event.
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xlvii.
#meet_usa:
image
showing
ongoing registration at the U. S. A
major career event organized
during the 2015/16 session to train
students in their choice of skill. The
training was done based on a
survey earlier carried out, tagged
career census.

#meet_usa: Moments from the
audience at U. S. A event,
major Career Training Event,
2015/16 session.

#meet_usa: Moments from the
audience at U. S. A event, major
Career Training Event, 2015/16
session.
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xlviii.

#meet_usa: image showing ongoing training
session on Script Writing and publishing (Art
Career Field Class) facilitated by Mr Ikenna, a
Nigerian Publisher. This took place during the
U. S. A Major Career Training Event 2015/16
session

#meet_usa- image showing ongoing
training
session
on
Stage
management for drama and Acting
skills (Art Career Field Class) facilitated
by Nike Osilalu of Thespian Theatre
Family. This took place during the U. S.
A Major Career Training Event 2015/16
session

#meet_usaMr. Leke Olufade of
managerial school of excellence, training
class on business entrepreneur skills at the
U. S. A. Major Career Event 2015/16
session.

#meet_usa- ongoing training on leather
works- bag making/belt making/Shoe
making skills (craft career field) at the U. S.
A Major career event 2015/16 session.
Class was facilitated by Miss Vanessa, a
lady expert in the field.
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#meet_usa: Beat Production training
(entertainment career field) class
going on at the U. S. A major career
training event, 2015/16 session. Mr
moneezy of Go-free studio facilitated
the class.

#meet_usa: Voice coaching/training
(entertainment career field) class
going on at the U. S. A major career
training event, 2015/16 session.
Michael Amadi of MUSON facilitated
the class.

#meet_usa: Training on music video
Production (entertainment career field)
class going on at the U. S. A major
career training event, 2015/16 session.
Mr Joss of Jossy Gold Studio facilitated
the class

#meet_usa Training on Baking and
food business, going on at the U. S. A
major career training event, 2015/16
session. Mrs Ruth Okoro of Ruchinas
Confectioneries facilitated the class
with her partner.
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#meet_usa- Training on Information and
Data management (I. C. T field) class going
on at the U. S. A major career training
event, 2015/16 session. Mr Olabode Eyiaro
of Imoren Innovations facilitated the class.

#meet_usa- Training on Styling and
Fashion business, class going on at the U.
S. A major career training event, 2015/16
session.
Kehinde Oladeji of Slitz Couture facilitated
the class.

#meet_usa- Agric business /entrepreneur
general training, class, going on at the U. S.
A major career training event, 2015/16
session.
Mr Adeyemi Temidayo facilitated the class.

#meet_usa- Participants at the Digital
Marketing general training, class going on
at the U. S. A major career training event,
2015/16
session.
Mr Adeniyi Oluokun of Mind D Gap NG
facilitated the class with his partners.
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xlix.

#meet_usa U. S. A members and friends at the U. S. A major Career Training Event held on campus, 2015/16 session.

l.

#meet_usa: U. S. A major career training event was organized and held successfully during 2015/16 session.
It was officially endorsed by the school, The Future Organization Project Ng and Ignite Africa foundation.
Based on records in the U. S. A 2015/16 project report, event supporters include Wilson Juice, Connect Nigeria, Fss Gist,
Unilag Olodo, Slitz Couture, Ruchinaz cakes, Managerial School of Excellence (MSE), Thespian Family, Joss Gold Studios,
Mind D Gap Ng, Imoren Innovations and E-factor Media while Unilag 103. 9Fm granted the U. S. A team an interview
prior event. Oladeji Taiwo was head of event planning committee while the President- Farouq Tackie made good
contributions with the available U. S. A. team.
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li.

#meet_usa: image of publicity banner
calling for students' professionals to mentor
other
students.
Students with special career ambitions / skill
interests were referred to Mentors for
exposure and empowerment. This referral
process served as a response platform to
the survey project earlier carried out by U.
S. A to know the variety of students career
ambitions/skill interests.
The survey project is tagged U. S. A. career
census.
The totality of career census response
platforms (major career training event,
referrals to mentors and career excursions)
made up the "Future Model for Students
Career Development" proposed by U. S. A
during 2015/16 session.

lii.
#meet_usa: U. S. A members were invited by
the Nigerian Stock Exchange to take part in its
annual youth workshop during 2015/16
session.

liii.
#meet_usa: U. S. A members
(Taiwo, Farouk and Ebuka) with an
AISEC member took part in an
Access Bank funded training on
report writing, organized by CSR In
Action,
during
2015/16
session.The training held at Access
Bank Headquarters, V. I, Lagos.
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liv.

#meet_usa: U. S. A members with
Bekeme (female)- CEO at CSR in
action, at the Access Bank funded
training on report writing, organized
by CSR In Action, during 2015/16
session. The training held at Access
Bank Headquarters, V. I, Lagos.

lv.

#meet_usa: U. S. A members
with other participants at the
Access Bank funded training,
during 2015/16 session

lvi.

#meet_usa:
image
showing
proposed project for 2016/17
session as contained in U. S. A
2015/16 report.
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lvii.

#meet_usa: frontpage of 2016/17 session
project report. During the session new
project initiatives were introduced,
capacity building trainings for members
were enhanced and the test of U. S. A
continuity was passed with the induction
of new executives members.
Projects achieved during the session
include; Dress Well Campaign while 3
projects were introduced, namely: Unilag
Tour Project, Hero Badge Awards and
Meet U. S. A campaign. Other activities
engaged in were; trainings for executives,
participation in National Career Fair
2018, Participation in Walk for sight
campaign among others.

lviii.

#meet_usa- message
from the founder Oladeji Taiwo plus
Alumni message as
contained in U. S. A
2016/17
session
activity report.
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lix.

#meet_usa- during the 2016/17 session,
Telepse Company officially took over as the
pioneer project consultant for Students
Assembly. This move was made possible by the
U.
S.
A
Alumni.
The Nigerian based firm is involved in Talent
Management, Media Marketing and Brand
Consulting.

lx.

#meet_usa- Face of U. S. A 2017

lxi.

#meet_usa- image showing orientation / training of new members at the beginning of 2016/17 session. Interview was earlier
carried out for potential executive members. Applications for membership was received via online forms. These forms were
47
useful for assessment and appointment of executives after interview.
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lxii.

#meet_usaimage
showing Oladoyin Zainab
(Human
Resource
Person) training U. S. A
2017 new members on
the need for capacity
building and project
management.

lxiii.

#meet_usa- Oladeji Taiwo (representing U. S. A Alumni) giving orientation to new 2017 members, during 2016/17 session.

lxiv.

#meet_usa- Participants at the U. S. A orientation/training for new members at the beginning of 2016/17 session. The event was
sponsored by Telepse Company with support from the Assembly Alumni and a former
48 executive.
12 executive members were later appointed while others served as Project advisers
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lxv.

#meet_usa: Read and learn about U. S. A Dress Well Project activity during the 2016/17 session.

lxvi.

#meet_usa:
Members
and
representatives of Univeristy of
Lagos Students Assembly (U. S.
A), participated in a campaign
walk for sight sponsored by
EyemastersNg. The campaign
was to create awareness on eye
defects and disease among
Nigerian children. It held at Lekki,
Lagos during the 2016/17
session.
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lxvii.

#meet_usa: Members and Friends of U. S. A. after the Walk for Sight Campaign sponsored by EyemastersNg, during 2016/17 session.

lxviii.
#meet_usa: University of Lagos
Students Assembly (U. S. A),
participated at the 2017
National Career Fair event.
Further details can be found in
the U. S. A 2016/17 project
report.

lxix.
#meet_usathe
students
assembly exhibited at the 2017
National Career Fair Event.
Several interactions were made
with
attendees
with
enlightenment on U. S. A societal
essence projects.
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lxx.

#meet_usa: Unilag Tour project
kicked off during the 2016/17
session. The aim is to promote
nice and students' favorite spots
on campus with a tourism
approach.

#meet_usa: Unilag Tour project kicked off during the 2016/17 session. The aim is to promote nice and students'
favorite spots on campus with a tourism approach.
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lxxi.
#meet_usa: Hero Badge
Awards, a U. S. A innovative
project introduced during
2016/17
session.
This
assembly project tends to be
ongoing
with
good
potentials for success during
2017/18 session.

lxxii.

December 8th -10th,
2017 marked the birth
of #meet_usa
campaign with the aim
to educate the larger
public about U. S. A
projects.
The campaign posts
also serves as material
for
orientation
/
training of U. S. A 2018
new
members.
Thank you for your
interest in U. S. A. ...
empowering students
potentials since 2014
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Summary
University of Lagos Students’ Assembly (U.S.A) is definitely here to stay and empower students
regardless of challenges faced in the ongoing transition stage. Excellence performance can be
observed in the 1st session. This can be attributed to the performance of founding members
who funded activities from personal means and project proposals. The challenges of developing
U.S.A money making strategies and appointing quality members calls for the intervention of the
Assembly Mentors (Alumni).
Having achieved the stages of establishment, sustainability and continuity; the founding
members who are mentors (Alumni) are actually needed to U.S.A transition into an
independent stage. The body of mentors itself needs to be better organized and developed for
the Students’ Assembly. The Telepse Company (www.telepse.com) currently consults for U.S.A
to help develop its money making strategies and train members.
Over the 5 year sessions, it can be observed that U.S.A major projects were; Students’ Career
Census, All Class Governors’ Forum and Always Dress Campaign. Having achieved continuity,
U.S.A is transitioning into an independent stage with the intervention of the alumni. This has
brought about bringing The Telepse Company, a consulting firm on board. The result of this is
an independent U.S.A, functional and self sufficient.
Among the notable members who contributed to major achievements was Taiwo (u.s.s
founder), Ayopo (2014/15), Abisola (2014/15), Ebuka (2015/16), Oyinade (2014/15) and Nurrat
(2014/15). The intervention of Assembly Mentors (alumni) brought about consultancy services
of the Telepse Company. The targeted result is an independent U.S.A, functional and self
sufficient with a developed Mentors’ (alumni) body.
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Support
The Assembly remains ever thankful to all stakeholders and supporters. Records have revealed
that U.S.A was build on support of its members, school and outside school bodies. It also shows
that great things can be achieved with more support.
We hereby call for support from personalities and private organizations interested in U.S.A
societal projects. We look forward to your enquiries.

………………………………………..
Assembly Mentors Representative
Oladeji Taiwo (07059433686)

………………………………………….
U.S.A President (2017/18)
Shina Badejo (08185482256)
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